e present an analytical model of concurrent engineering, where an upstream and a downstream task are overlapped to minimize time-to-market. The gain from overlapping activities must be weighed against the delay from rework that results from proceeding in parallel based on preliminary information. Communication reduces the negative effect of rework at the expense of communication time. We derive the optimal levels of concurrency combined with communication, and we analyze how these two decisions interact in the presence of uncertainty and dependence. Uncertainty is modeled via the average rate of engineering changes, and its reduction via the change of the modification rate over time. In addition, we model dependence by the impact the modifications impose on the downstream task. The model yields three main results. First, we present a dynamic decision rule for determining the optimal meeting schedule. The optimal meeting frequency follows the frequency of engineering changes over time, and it increases with the levels of uncertainty and dependence. Second, we derive the optimal concurrency between activities when communication follows the optimal pattern described by our decision rule. Uncertainty and dependence make concurrency less attractive, reducing the optimal overlap. However, the speed of uncertainty reduction may increase or decrease optimal overlap. Third, choosing communication and concurrency separately prevents achieving the optimal time-to-market, resulting in a need for coordination.
Introduction
In many industries, time-to-market emerged as as a key source of competitive advantage in the early 1990s (e.g., Blackburn 1991) . Many tools have since been proposed to accelerate the product development process, prominent among which is the concept of concurrent engineering, whose benefits have been described in a large number of articles (e.g., Imai et al. 1985 , Takeuchi and Nonaka 1986 , Clark and Fujimoto 1991 , Wheelwright and Clark 1992 . Despite its popularity, there is recent empirical evidence that concurrency is not applicable to all product development projects (Eisenhardt and Tabrizi 1995, Terwiesch et al. 1996) .
This recent conflicting evidence prompts us to investigate the applicability of concurrency in greater depth.
The focus of our study can no longer be whether or not to overlap activities-overlapping has become a wellestablished part of best practice-but to probe more deeply. The present article develops an analytical model addressing the two questions of (1) how much to overlap activities depending on the project characteristics, and (2) how to coordinate the concurrent activities.
The model yields three main results. First, we present a dynamic decision rule for determining the optimal meeting schedule. The optimal meeting frequency follows the frequency of engineering changes (uncertainty reduction) over time, and it increases with the levels of uncertainty and dependence. Second, we derive the optimal concurrency between activities when communication follows the optimal pattern described by our de-3b2c 0003 Mp 1033 Tuesday Aug 04 11:59 AM Man Sci (August) 0003 cision rule. Uncertainty and dependence make concurrency less attractive, reducing the optimal overlap. However, the speed of uncertainty reduction may increase or decrease optimal overlap. Third, the interaction of communication and concurrency may create local optima in the problem of finding the timeminimizing overlap level. In these cases, an organization would have to undertake a major process redesign to benefit from concurrency. Marginal improvement, even if targeted toward the global optimum, may increase rather than decrease development time. In addition, communication and overlap can not be determined in a decentralized way.
After reviewing the relevant literature on concurrent engineering in §2 of this article, in §3 we introduce the general mathematical model. Section 4 derives the optimal dynamic communication policy, and §5 the optimal concurrency level with optimal communication. Section 6 analyzes coordination prior to the start of the project and its impact on concurrency. We conclude with a discussion of managerial insights in §7.
Related Literature on Concurrent Engineering
Concurrent engineering is regarded as an important tool for reducing the time-to-market for new products. Blackburn et al. (1994) distinguish between time and information concurrency. Time concurrency refers to activities that are performed in parallel by different people or groups. Information concurrency refers to the degree to which information is shared among the involved parties. The classical ''over the wall approach'' falls short on both counts: the development phases are performed in sequence, and information is transmitted only when the downstream phase begins. The importance of time concurrency for faster development processes was first widely publicized by Imai et al. (1985) and Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986) . They also coined the metaphors ''relay race'' (one specialist passes the baton to the next as in the over the wall mode) and ''rugby team'' (a cross functional team on the project performing activities in parallel).
The importance of information sharing was emphasized in the studies by Clark and Fujimoto (1991) and Wheelwright and Clark (1992) . The former observed that in their studies of the world automobile industry, companies with short development lead times not only overlapped their development activities, but complemented the overlap with frequent information transfer. Clark and Fujimoto call this combination of activity overlap and intensive communication ''integrated problem solving.'' Based on this work, concurrency has become a widely used tool for accelerating development processes (e.g., Griffin 1996) . However, overlapping also involves significant risks. Eisenhardt and Tabrizi (1995) find in an empirical study that an ''experiential approach'' may be more promising than the overlapped ''compression approach'' if market uncertainty (''velocity'') is high. Similarly, Cordero (1991) recommends applying concurrency only in projects with moderate technical uncertainty. Hence, we ask the question: In which circumstances does concurrency accelerate product development, and when does it not?
Several modeling efforts have been put forward to address this question. The inherent limits to concurrency are described in a simple model by Hoedemaker et al. (1995) . Ha and Porteus (1995) investigate a situation in which two development tasks are inherently interdependent and must be carried out in parallel to avoid quality problems. They develop the ''how frequent to meet'' problem as a dynamic program. If one design activity proceeds without incorporating information from the other, design flaws and corresponding rework result. Thus, parallel development together with design reviews save time and rework. Similar to a quality inspection problem in production, these gains have to be traded off with the time spent on review meetings. The main question is how to coordinate, i.e., how often to communicate. Our model, in contrast, examines a situation with a sequential task structure, i.e., where the tasks are logically consecutive. We show that even in this case overlapping may be beneficial to compress time-to-market, if complemented by an appropriate communication policy. Krishnan et al. (1997) developped a framework for concurrency in case of sequentially dependent activities. It has had a strong influence on the emerging literature on modeling concurrency, and it is closely related to our work. The authors model preliminary information passed from an upstream to a downstream activity in the form of an interval. A parameter, e.g., the depth of a car door handle, is initially known only up to an interval, which narrows over time as the design becomes final. In this framework, two concepts determine the overlap trade-off. ''Evolution'' is defined as the speed at which the interval converges to a final upstream solution. ''Downstream sensitivity'' is defined as the duration of a downstream iteration to incorporate upstream changes associated with the narrowing of the interval. If upstream information is frozen before the interval has been reduced to a point value, a design quality loss occurs.
The authors formulate the problem as a mathematical program and show when overlapping (and thus preliminary information) should be used, and when upstream information should be frozen early (see Krishnan et al. 1997, Figure 9) . With regard to our question of how much to overlap, the authors solve an application example numerically and suggest that ''generally, a fast evolution and low sensitivity situation is more favorable for overlapping'' (Krishnan et al. 1997, p. 11 and 22) , although nonlinearities in the problem may lead to the optimal overlap being higher for a slow evolution process than for one with fast evolution.
The present paper differs from the work of Krishnan et al. in three important aspects. First, we conceptualize preliminary information differently, with it being precise from the start, but then being modified repeatedly as the design evolves. These modifications are incorporated downstream through engineering changes (ECs), a concept that is widely used in industry. One key aspect of ECs is that they virtually always become more difficult to implement the later they occur (Terwiesch and Loch 1998) . This increasing impact of ECs plays an important role in deciding by how much to overlap.
Second, we extend the Krishnan et al. research by explicitly incorporating an appropriate information batching policy, addressing the question of how to coordinate the overlapped activities. The batching of ECs is frequently observed in practice and can be prompted by communication times (similar to Ha and Porteus 1995) or by setups required for tool changes.
Third, by incorporating both dimensions of Clark and Fujimoto's concept of ''integrated problem solving,'' namely concurrency and coordination, we show that they interact in a fundamental way. They cannot, therefore, be managed separately: marginally adjusting one, with the other fixed, will not lead to an overall time-tomarket optimum.
Empirical support of our findings is provided by Terwiesch et al. (1996) , where it is demonstrated that later uncertainty reduction reduces the time benefits of overlapping in electronics development projects.
The Model
Consider the duration of a project with two tasks of length T 1 and T 2 , respectively. In the product development process, the reader may picture T 1 as the time of product design and T 2 the time of process design. Similarly, in software development, the first phase could be specification development and the second coding. We call the first activity upstream and the second downstream. In the ''over the wall'' approach, total completion time is T 1 / T 2 . The objective is to minimize the total completion time. Assume that some proportion l of T 2 can be conducted in parallel to
where l max Å min{1, T 1 /T 2 }, be the interval of all possible levels of overlapping.
1 l provides a continuous measure of concurrency. Without taking into account any drawbacks of concurrency, the project completion time T benefits from overlapping: ating a trade-off between time gains from overlapping and time rework delays.
Uncertainty and Evolution
Engineering changes arrive upstream according to a stochastic process with a time-dependent mean. These changes affect the preliminary information based on which downstream has begun work. We assume that these changes follow a nonstationary Poisson process with rate m a (t up ), defined over the upstream task duration t up √ [0, T 1 ]. The Poisson assumption is frequently made in models of quality (e.g., Lee and Rosenblatt 1986 for a model of a machine breaking down according to a Poisson process) and reliability (e.g., Ramamoorthy and Bastani 1982 offer a model of software defects). It is justified when modifications arise from many modules or project participants, each being a potential source of requests for engineering changes.
We consider a situation of sequential dependence, i.e., downstream must readjust its work if upstream changes its design in an unexpected way. This corresponds to a situation where downstream engineers have to include the final upstream information, including all modifications, even if they are communicated after the downstream start. This does not exclude a close information exchange upfront (such as general design rules or downstream process limits). Such upfront understanding is, however, static and does not substitute for dynamic communication over the course of a project.
Reciprocal dependence inherently forces overlap and joint problem solving because neither task can proceed without the other ( Van de Ven and Delbecq 1974) . The question then is how to best coordinate, a problem analyzed by Ha and Porteus (1995) . We model sequential dependence because it is commonly practiced even for activities that are logically consecutive, in order to compress the development cycle. Krishnan (1996) describes such a situation in the development of an instrument panel. Other examples include development and die design of an automotive door (Krishnan et al. 1997) , the rudder design, including the supplier, of the Boeing 777 (Sabbagh 1996) , and the flying start of software development phases (Blackburn et al. 1996) . For such sequentially dependent activities, overlapping is inherently risky. Our model offers insights under which circumstances the risks may be justified by the compression time gain.
The overall level of uncertainty is denoted by m a , the average rate of upstream changes affecting downstream work. This overall uncertainty can be reduced through coordination prior to the start of the upstream activity, such as the definition of proven product technologies or approved parts databases for the specific project. Adler (1995) describes how such pre-communication may satisfy the overall coordination requirement between design and manufacturing if the design problem at hand is routine and can be solved using past solutions. Let a be the total number of coordination meetings before the development work starts. The modification rate reduction exhibits decreasing returns (consistent with empirical results, e.g., Adler 1995, p. 161 
a 0 m 0 represents the inherent technical uncertainty of the project, or the rate of modifications in the absence of planning or coordination. The parameter B represents the organization's capability to reduce uncertainty during the precommunication phase: the higher the B, the better the reduction effect achieved with a given communication intensity. This parameter reflects the degree of partnership and integration, e.g., the effectiveness with which downstream engineers not only see the early outlines of the design, but may even influence it to make their own task easier. Precommunication does have a cost; we assume a linear cost t 1 a, which can be interpreted as the average total meeting time required for ex ante integration. The nonhomogeneity of m a (t up ) represents the progress (uncertainty reduction) of the upstream task. If evolution to a stable design is fast, then m a (t up ) is high at the beginning and drops as stability is approached. If, in contrast, upstream convergence to a design solution is slow, then m a (t up ) begins low and rises as the design concept evolves at the end. For simplicity of exposition, we model m a (t up ) as a linear function:
The integral over the modifications corresponds to Krishnan et al.'s (1997) is called the evolution parameter. When e ú 0, then m a (t up ) increases over t up , corresponding to slow evolution. When e õ 0, then m a (t up ) decreases, corresponding to fast evolution. When e Å 0, then modifications are generated as a homogeneous Poisson process (m a (t up ) Å m a ). In all three cases, the total expected number of changes generated over the time of task 1 is the same, namely m a T 1 . Thus, e represents the evolution of uncertainty over time, while m a represents the level of uncertainty after precommunication, and m 0 the inherent level of uncertainty before precommunication.
Downstream Sensitivity
The amount of downstream rework created by a modification depends on how far downstream has already progressed in its problem solving. We define the impact function f(t) over downstream duration as the time it takes to change previous downstream work, if a modification is communicated at t √ [0, T 2 ] units of downstream time. This time delay is added to the project completion time. Our approach is based on the concept of downstream sensitivity, developed by Krishnan et al. (1997) . Changes in the preliminary information received so far will delay downstream activity. The more downstream has progressed in its work, the more cumulative work must be modified. Hence, f(t) is nondecreasing.
Modifications and impact are closely related to Adler's (1995) definitions of fit novelty and fit analyzability. Upstream passes on preliminary information based on its existing experience base, such as preferred parts lists reflecting the downstream cost structure. In our model, m a (t) is the rate of deviations from this preliminary information and thus corresponds to fit novelty, the newness of the design solution chosen upstream.
2 Downstream dependence, modeled by the impact function f(t), captures the idea of fit analyzability, defined by Adler as the time it takes to resolve a given fit problem. Early in downstream progress, the modules affected by a modification can be easily identified and changed. Changes become more difficult with the growing size of the product or system already developed.
In the analytical model below, we focus attention on linear impact functions (f(t) Å kt). In practice, the impact function might be concave or convex. Learning effects or a personnel buildup may increase downstream progress speed, implying a convex impact function. Similarly, if modifications not only require rework, but make large parts of achieved progress obsolete, f(t) grows faster than linearly. On the other hand, f(t) might be concave if late upstream changes consist only of modifications to a production machine, which was purchased and installed earlier during the downstream activity. A linear impact function corresponds to an ''average'' situation; it also allows us to analytically derive that adding communication to the overlap problem introduces a fundamental interaction between the two. lT 2 ]. When product and process engineers sit together in a cross-functional team meeting at time t, they discuss the latest changes in product design for downstream incorporation, and they set a rule for calling the next meeting (the policy will be specified below). Downstream will not become aware of any new engineering changes until the next meeting. Thus, more frequent meetings reduce communication delay of modifications. If communication were costless, then the team would optimally communicate and incorporate each modification immediately. While communication represents one source of set-up costs, and thus one reason for batching ECs, there are several others. In die development, for example, there are substantial set-ups required before one can start recutting or welding dies (e.g., taking the die out of the press). Similarly, in software development, rewritten code has to be recompiled and tested. Such set-up costs make it easier to implement two ECs in one batch rather than to implement them individually, which corresponds to sub-additivity of the rework function. For the remainder of this article, we let t 2 denote the fixed set-up time per batch. We label t 2 communication costs, consistent with the terminology in Ha and Porteus (1995) , but any other type of set-up time applies equally well.
The total set-up time of information batches accumulates in expectation at the rate b(t)t 2 , where b(t) is the expected communication rate resulting from the policy C. This is similar to the EOQ-like structure in Ha and Porteus (1995): The ''setup cost'' corresponds to t 2 , and the ''holding cost'' of a modification to the additional impact caused by a communication delay, f(t com ) 0 f(t occ ).
Summary of Model Parameters and Assumptions
We have now defined all the elements of the model and can state the time-to-market optimization problem:
C(t) depends only on modifications up to time t. (6)
ER(a, C(t), l) is the expected rework 4 resulting from the combination of overlap l, precommunication intensity a, and the concurrent communication policy C(t). EC(a, C(t), l) is the delay caused by meetings during the overlap period. We will derive the optimal communication Table 1 . The model focuses on minimizing total expected project completion time (time-to-market). We are not including the design quality resulting from the project. We are in effect assuming that the project teams have to work until a certain required quality standard is met, and the only question is whether they can organize themselves in such a way as to achieve this quality as quickly as possible. This focus is appropriate in light of the large differences that persist, for example, in the automotive industry: Currently (1996), the fastest Japanese producers take under 20 months for the development of a new car, while the slower U.S. companies, at 48 months, take more than twice as long without appreciable quality advantages. We are not including project costs, either. If project costs are linear for the various types of activities (see, e.g., Chakravarty 1995), they are equivalent to a set of weights on the completion times of the different tasks, and thus easy to include in our model.
The critical assumption driving the results of the model is the sequential dependence of the downstream task as discussed above. The other assumptions in our model are purely computational: the generation of modifications according to a Poisson process with a linear rate, the linear impact function, and the linear meeting costs of communication are required to allow closed form results offering structural insights. The same holds for the assumption that the basic task times T 1 and T 2 are deterministic-the source of uncertainty in the model is purely the generation of changes. The model is numerically analyzable also for more general functions and random task times (see footnote 3). Finally, engineering changes are modeled as coming in ''packets'' of equal size (through the parameter k). This simplification can be relaxed immediately: If modification work content varies independently of the arrival process, all our results remain unchanged.
In §4 we derive the optimal concurrent communication policy C(t). Section 5 explores the interaction between concurrent communication and overlap, and §6 that between precommunication and overlap.
Optimal Concurrent Communication
Precommunication a and overlap l are already determined when concurrent communication is carried out. Therefore, the overall optimum of the decision problem (4) will be achieved by optimizing over a and l, anticipating optimal concurrent communication. In this section, we characterize the optimal dynamic concurrent communication policy for any given level of a and l. We assume that the overlap period is long in comparison to the time between two modification occurrences, ignoring the influence of end effects. 5 The result is stated in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. The optimal dynamic communication policy

C(t) is characterized as follows.
Any communication meeting is held directly after a modification occurs.
After a modification occurring at time s, a meeting is held if the number n of modifications pending
PROOF. For easier readability of the text, all proofs are shown in the appendix.
Theorem 1 describes the following structure. Information transfers occur only directly after modifications, because otherwise rework could be saved by holding the meeting earlier, without any other changes. The upstream team, who are informed about the rate of modifications, m a (t), and about the rework rate k, initiate an information transfer whenever a critical number of modifications have been accumulated. Thus, upstream attempts to balance communication costs with the additional rework from waiting too long. Equation (7) shows that the critical number of modifications triggering a meeting, n*(t), changes over time as the rate of modifications changes. If evolution is slow, that is, m a (t) increases over time (e ú 0), the resulting optimal communication frequency b*(t) increases over time, and if evolution is fast (e õ 0), the communication frequency decreases over time. When e is zero, the optimal communication intensity stays constant. This is a structural result that Ha and Porteus (1995) also obtain in their numerical example. The optimal adaptation of communication both to e and over time t occurs at a decreasing rate, namely with the square root.
In addition, higher overall uncertainty m 0 (pushing up m a (t)) and downstream dependence k increase the optimal frequency of communication throughout. A smaller communication cost t 2 also leads to higher optimal communication, corresponding to a higher ''communication capacity'' of the two project teams. These findings are consistent with empirical findings in the organization literature (e.g., Tushman 1978) .
Finally, the resulting time-to-market objective function in Equation (9) is separable into three parts: the first two summands represent the direct time gain from overlapping. The first integral describes the expected ''minimal'' rework resulting from proceeding in parallel when communication is instantaneous. The second integral represents the additional communication time and rework from delays. This second integral disappears if communication costs are zero and thus no delays are necessary.
Equations (7) and (9) are approximations, which are accurate as long as m a (t up ) does not change much from one information transfer to the next (this is made precise in Proposition 3 in the appendix). In the situations of interest here this is justified, as there will usually be a number of information transfers over the duration of the overlap period. In other words, the change in the rate of modifications is important over the course of several meetings, but not within one intermeeting period.
Concurrent Communication and Overlap
In this section, we assume the precommunication intensity a to be exogenously determined. We thus focus on the interaction between concurrent communication and overlap, given an average rate of engineering changes m a . The resulting simplified time-to-market problem can be written as an optimization over l, anticipating the optimal communication policy and the resulting rework as derived in Theorem 1.
We see the same components of time-to-market as in The values of e and eV are derived in the proof. The reader may note in the proof that if we restrict attention to the interesting cases where more than one meeting over the overlap period is optimal (lT 2 b* ú 1 in (8)), then e ú eV will not occur. This case is still interesting in the sense that for concave ET, the optimal overlap is either zero or l max : if it is worthwhile to overlap at all and suffer the rework penalty of the many late changes, it is also optimal to go all the way and overlap fully.
Proposition 1 explains the impact of evolution on time-to-market. If e is negative, most modifications arise early during task 1. If task 2 overlaps only a little, it is affected only by a few changes that have to be made. As overlap increases, not only does the time period increase over which modifications arise, but so do the rate of modifications and their corresponding impact. Therefore, the rework increases at an increasing rate with overlap, which leads to convexity of ET.
If, on the other hand, e is large and positive, most of the modifications arise at the end of task 1. While the unavoidable rework is still convex in l, this is not true for the communication delay. Since for large e the meeting frequency increases towards the end of the project, an extra percent of overlap will extend the overlap period to the earlier, less modification-prone portion of the upstream activity. Thus, for large e, the communication delay is concave, and as a result the overall objective function is convex-concave. The argument is presented more formally in the proof. This situation is illustrated by the numerical example in Figure 2 . For small values of e, ET is convex in l. With e increasing, this convexity changes to convexconcavity as depicted in the upper two curves. This shape of ET is important from a managerial perspective. Consider an organization attempting to improve timeto-market with given parameters k, m a , and e across similar projects. If ET is convex, the organization can rely on marginal improvement: any change in overlap that decreases the project completion time is a step towards the globally optimal level of concurrency. If, however, e is large and ET is convex-concave, an incremental improvement policy may trap the organization in a local optimum (e.g., l Å 0.5 in the upper curve of Figure 2 ). Under these conditions only a large change in overlap will allow a further reduction of project completion time (e.g. moving to l Å 1). Conversely, projects with only slightly different parameters may require substantially different overlap levels.
With the result from Proposition 1 we can now characterize the optimal overlap and provide comparative statics on the parameters for impact, uncertainty, and evolution, k, m a and e, respectively. The result says that higher uncertainty as well as higher dependence decrease the optimal amount of overlap, but slower evolution may increase or decrease optimal overlap. Together with the convexconcavity discussed above, this is the second main result of this article. THEOREM 2. Higher impact k, or a higher uncertainty level m a each separately decreases the optimal degree of overlap, l*. This decrease is continuous when e õ e, and discontinuous (from l max to 0) when e ú eV .
Slower evolution (increasing e) may increase or decrease the optimal overlap. Higher uncertainty and impact reduce the optimal overlap. However, the effect of evolution is more complicated. In many cases, slower evolution will reduce the optimal overlap, but not always. The numerical example in Figure 2 demonstrates why. ET is convex for small e, and strictly increases everywhere with growing e. But as the curve moves toward concavity, it increases more in the ''center'' (which is Ul derived in the proof) than on either side. Thus, if the optimal overlap is to the right of this center, it is pushed further to the right. Moreover, it may jump to 1 if the curve decreases at l Å l max . Figure 2 also illustrates the sensitivity of project completion time ET(l*) with respect to changes in e. A slower evolution results in longer project duration and fewer benefits from overlap, the latter of which has been empirically confirmed in Terwiesch and Loch (1996) .
Corollary 1 describes the special case of our timeto-market problem (10) without communication delays. COROLLARY 1. If the communication cost t 2 Å 0, it is optimal to communicate each engineering change immediately. In this case, the objective function is convex in l for all e, and if the optimal overlap is interior, it decreases strictly with e, k, and m a .
Thus, introducing communication into the optimal overlap problem makes the impact of uncertainty reduction more complicated. Faster evolution may imply a lower optimal overlap level instead of a higher one. Moreover, incremental improvement no longer necessarily works. When the problem parameters change, the organization may have to take a drastic step in order to reach the globally optimal concurrency level.
Precommunication and Overlap
In this section we explore the interaction between overlap and precommunication, using again optimal concurrent communication once overlap is set. Therefore, we examine a specialized version of the general model (4) by setting the evolution parameter e to 0. This makes the change generation process a homogeneous Poisson process with rate m a . By Theorem 1, the optimal concurrent communication frequency is in expectation a constant rate b Å Thus, the minimization prob-
a 2 lem (4) simplifies to:
The objective function still comprises the same components as before: overlap time, precommunication time, unavoidable rework over the overlap period, and communication time and rework from delays. As in §5, we need a technical result first, which is again included in the body of the text because it reveals the structural properties of the optimization problem we are facing.
PROPOSITION 2. In the interior region of the minimization problem (11), the Hessian matrix of (11) is convex in the directions of l and a separately, but indefinite overall. Let l FOC be the solution of the first order condition for l. Then the objective function in the direction (a, given l FOC ), is strictly concave in the interior region.
Proposition 2 illuminates the structure of the problem. First, the positive second derivative in the l direction indicates that if precommunication is exogenously determined, the decision problem for overlap is convex, and the solution is given by the first order condition (FOC), or by the nearest boundary if the solution to the FOC is infeasible.
Second, the interaction between precommunication and overlap introduces a saddle point into the problem. In particular, the objective function is concave in the direction a given l FOC . That is, the optimal precommunication level, and thus the optimal overlap, must be an extreme solution at one of the boundaries.
Where does this concavity come from? Recall that the value of precommunication lies in a priori 3b2c 0003 Mp 1042 Tuesday Aug 04 11:59 AM Man Sci (August) 0003 coordination of the two task teams, reducing m a , the basic rate of upstream modifications and thus rework. Precommunication exhibits decreasing returns: at high levels of a, a further increase will reduce rework only very little. If the level of overlap is exogenously fixed, this results in a convex objective function, where the optimal solution balances marginal rework reduction from precommunication with the marginal communication cost. If, however, overlap is adjusted optimally, it overcompensates. Rework actually increases slightly with precommunication because the change rate reduction is more than offset by the longer concurrency period over which changes occur. This overcompensating effect of the optimal overlap causes the problem to become concave.
Thus, precommunication either has enough benefit to push overlap all the way, or it is not at all worthwhile. This is made precise in Theorem 3, the final main result of our model discussed in this article.
THEOREM 3. The optimal solution to the problem (11) is to either extensively precommunicate (frontload) and then overlap fully, or to not precommunicate and then proceed sequentially. When l max Å 1, the solutions are (the case l max Å T 1 /T 2 is analogous):
Which one of the two solutions is optimal depends on the specific parameter constellation. By inspecting the parameters in ET paral and m paral , we can see that the fully parallel solution will tend to be preferred if: first, communication delays t 1 and t 2 are low, corresponding to high communication capacity; second, if the precommunication capability, B, is high; and third, if the impact parameter k is low, corresponding to low downstream dependence. In the ''sequential'' solution, a positive overlap may still occur if the basic project uncertainty m 0 is so low (Equation 12 ), that overlap can outweigh the resulting rework, even without precommunication. This corresponds to a very low complexity project where overlap can be risked purely based on past knowledge. Even in this case, concurrent communication is required in the optimal solution.
These model results are consistent with the findings discussed in the concurrent engineering literature: activity overlap coupled with task dependence and novelty requires communication, along with its associated delays. The lower dependence and communication delays are, the lower the costs in this trade off. And with higher precommunication efficiency one can push down task novelty and thus shift the trade off toward more overlap. In addition, our model shows that an organization may not be able to set frontloading and overlap in a decentralized fashion. For example, if the engineering function sets precommunication, and project management determines overlap and concurrent communication, each adjusting marginally to parameter changes given what the other group does, an optimum may not be reached. A coordinated decision is necessary to set both either high or to zero.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have presented an analytical model of concurrent engineering, which combines the decisions of overlap and communication (before and during the overlap phase) in the presence of uncertainty and dependence between tasks, with the goal of minimizing time-tomarket. In determining the optimal overlap, the gain from overlapping activities has to be weighed against the rework delay resulting from the use of preliminary information by the downstream task. Communication reduces the negative effect of rework at the expense of set-up times per information batch.
We model uncertainty as the basic rate of modifications (''fit novelty'' in the terminology of Adler 1995), and uncertainty reduction as the change of the modification rate over time. In addition, we model dependence by the delaying impact imposed by upstream modifications on the downstream task. This is similar to Adler's (1995) ''fit analyzability'' and to ''downstream sensitivity'' in Krishnan et al. (1997) , with the additional characteristic that the cost of a change increases over downstream time.
We have developed three managerial results about the interaction between communication and overlap and their connection to uncertainty and dependence.
First, we are able to characterize the optimal concurrent communication policy, which results in an expected communication frequency increasing over time if evolution is slow, and decreasing if evolution is fast. Moreover, the average communication level increases with uncertainty and dependence. This is consistent with Adler's (1995) empirical finding and with the numerical example in Ha and Porteus (1995) .
Second, both uncertainty and dependence make concurrency less attractive, thus reducing the optimal overlap. This finding complements recent empirical studies (e.g., Eisenhardt and Tabrizi 1995) with a causal explanation. However, the speed of uncertainty reduction (evolution) has a more complicated effect: a high optimal overlap will be increased further by slower evolution, and a low optimal overlap will be decreased further. The conclusion that slower uncertainty reduction reduces the optimal overlap level is correct only in the special case of instantaneous communication.
Third, the interaction of communication and concurrency may create local optima in the problem of finding the time-minimizing overlap level. When uncertainty resolution is slow, the optimal overlap combined with concurrent communication may jump when problem parameters change. Similarly, precommunication either reduces uncertainty sufficiently to bring overlap to a high level, or it is not at all worthwhile (and thus sequential execution of the tasks is preferred). This analytical result has important managerial implications. Incremental improvement over consecutive projects may no longer work. Approaching the optimal concurrency through small trial-and-error steps may trap the organization in a local optimum; a drastic step change may be required. Conversely, a small change in the problem parameters may require a major change in overlap and communication to again minimize time-to-market. Our model illuminates how an improvement of these problem parameters (uncertainty, evolution and dependence, and communication capability) can improve optimal performance (time-to-market).
Another implication of the interaction between communication and concurrency is that an organization should not choose communication and overlap levels in a decentralized fashion. For example, consider a situation where the engineering function decides 3b2c 0003 Mp 1044 Tuesday Aug 04 11:59 AM Man Sci (August) 0003 precommunication, and project management separately decides overlap and concurrent communication. We have shown that even if each anticipates the other's behavior (assuming an optimal decision by the other group), the global optimum may not be reached. Thus, communication and overlap have to be chosen in a coordinated way, which may limit the autonomy of project teams.
We have kept the model as simple as possible in order to focus on structural results. Refinements of the model are possible in several directions. First, the influence of overlap and communication on the task times themselves should be further investigated. Second, we have focused on time-to-market, but trade-offs between time-tomarket, project costs, and design quality deserve further attention. Finally, our model can also be analyzed numerically in more complicated and realistic applications to actual cases.
We have generated empirically testable hypotheses on the effectiveness of overlap and on the impact of preliminary information in development. Empirical investigations of activity overlap in concurrent engineering are scarce (Clark and Fujimoto 1991 , Eisenhardt and Tabrizi 1995 , and Terwiesch et al. 1996 and offer interesting research opportunities. (n(t) 0 1)/2 (since at most n(t) 0 1 modifications ever wait). Thus, the expected ''holding cost'' rate is k(n(t) 0 1)/2. ᮀ Only the communication-related cost rate in (16) depends on the communication policy. It can be minimized for each point in time t separately and is convex, with the optimal critical value n*(t) in (7). The resulting expected communication frequency is calculated via m a (t)/n(t). Plugging n*(t) into (16) When the objective function is fully concave (e is in region 3 of Proposition 1), then the same argument applies as for km a : the optimum of (10) can only drop from full overlap to zero, but not jump from zero to full overlap. This concludes the proof. ᮀ
Proof of Proposition 2
The first derivatives of (11) with respect to the decision variables are:
